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The Breast Cancer Care Scotland fashion show is an amazing occasion of fashion, fundraising, celebrities 
and real models taking to the catwalk showing that you can look good and feel great despite having    

experienced a diagnosis of breast cancer. 

This event is a unique and truly special experience for the models who star in it. In 2013, The Show brought together 
nearly 1000 guests over two shows to see 20 women and men making their catwalk debut . All our models demonstrate 
that a diagnosis of breast cancer doesn’t stop you  looking fabulous, feeling great and achieving anything!  
 
Working with professional teams from Vidal Sassoon Salons, Benefit and House of Fraser on all aspects of the event, the 
highly polished catwalk show moves and inspires guests whilst showcasing some of the latest fashions .  
 
Our successful models have the opportunity to sparkle at a star-studded event and rub shoulders with celebrities. They'll 
also have the chance to participate in press work, raising awareness about breast cancer and taking part in fundraising 
activities. It is an emotional, fun, vibrant and truly special event, that can help them to have confidence in themselves, 
and to help them in moving forward from their cancer experiences. In 2013 we raised over £160,000 to support even 
more people facing breast cancer. 
 

Why we need your support: 
We are looking for models to apply to take part in this years event, and would like to ask you to encourage any patients 
you think suitable to apply. As long as they have had a diagnosis of breast cancer and would like to represent Breast    
Cancer Care Scotland at the Glasgow fashion show, then we would love to hear from them. We have a range of ages and 
shapes and sizes on our catwalk, from early 20’s to 90—we want to represent real women and men on the catwalk.  
 
Please pass out an application form and ask applicants to fill it in and send to us along with a full-length photograph by  
31 March 2014. If you would like any further information regarding The Show please check out our website 
www.breastcancercare.org.uk/theshowglasgow or you can call Dawn on 0141 353 8346. 

 
 
 
 

“Every model that walks the catwalk at The Show does so with such grace and determination. They are living proof that 
there is life after breast cancer. Shows like this speak to the very heart of why Breast Cancer Care exists, and you need only 

look around to know this show is so much more than just fundraising.”   
Jane Hinnrichs, Chair of the Board of Trustees, Breast Cancer Care 

Wednesday 12 November 2014 
Model Applications Open Now! 

'Wowwwww! Modelling in The Show meant the world to me. One of the best experiences of my life, so proud and 
honoured to have been part of it! It was "hopefully" the final part of... my cancer journey. It is a total honour and 

privilege to be chosen to take part in this amazing event and to top it off I met some amazing people. I would do it 
all again in a heartbeat!' 

Carol McGillivray (model in The Show 2013) 


